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Project

• Due Friday May 7.
• Presentations during finals week.
• Task: implementing a face detector.
• Components:

– AdaBoost.
– Skin detection.
– Bootstrapping.
– Cascades.



Training Data
• Positive examples:

– Images in training_faces.
• Negative examples:

– Images in training_nonfaces.
• What windows should be used?

– The whole image, or subwindows?
– You will have to choose.

• How much training data should be used?
– Too few lead to less accuracy.
– Too many may not fit in memory, may lead to slow 

training.



Test Data

• test_cropped_faces: cropped images of 
faces.
– You know there is a face, and you know where it 

is.
• test_face_photos:

– You know there is a face, you don’t know where 
it is (but you can annotate that).

• test_nonfaces:
– You know there is no face.



Reporting Performance



Reporting Performance

• False positives:
– How many nonface windows were classified as 

faces?
• False negatives:

– How many faces were classified as nonfaces?
• Efficiency:

– How much time does it take to process all test 
images (in the three test directories)?



Using Skin Color

• In color images, faces have skin color.
• Skin detection is much faster than face 

detection.
• You should use skin detection to make the 

detector faster AND more accurate.
– You should compare results obtained using skin 

detection and without using skin detection.
– Choices must be justified based on training data.

• Avoid setting arbitrary thresholds.
• If setting thresholds, consider how they work on 

training data to determine threshold values.



Choosing Negative Examples

• How many training examples does a 
photograph generate?
– Assume that the photograph does not contain 

faces.



Choosing Negative Examples

• How many training examples does a 
photograph generate?
– Assume that the photograph does not contain 

faces.
• Every position and scale defines a training 

example.
– Too many examples to use for AdaBoost

training.
• Takes too much memory.
• Training is too slow.



Bootstrapping

1. (Initialization:) Choose some training examples.
• Not too few, not too many.

2. Train a detector.
3. Apply the detector to all training images.
4. Identify mistakes.
5. Add mistakes to training examples.

• If needed, remove some examples to make room.
6. Go to step 2, unless performance has stopped 

improving.



Bootstrapping Discussion

• Allows gradual construction of a good 
training set.
– It is important to include difficult examples in 

training.
• Keeps overall memory and time 

requirements in check.
• You should stop when performance stops 

improving.
– Performance can be measured on the entire 

training set.



Classifier Cascades

• A generalization of the filter-and-refine 
approach.

• Goal: improve detection efficiency, without 
sacrificing (too much) accuracy.

• A cascade is a sequence of classifiers 
– C1, C2, …, CK.

• Each Ci+1 is slower and more accurate than 
Ci.



Applying a Cascade to a Window
function result = cascade_classify(window)
• For i = 1 to K-1.

– If Ci(window) is less than a threshold Ti: 
• Reject window (in other words, return “not a face”) and quit.

• Return CK(window).



Cascade Discussion
function result = cascade_classify(window)
• For i = 1 to K-1.

– If Ci(window) is less than a threshold Ti: 
• Reject window (in other words, return “not a face”) and quit.

• Return CK(window).

• A cascade returns “face” if:
– None of the first K-1 classifiers rejects the window, AND
– CK classifies the window as a face.

• A cascade returns “not a face” if:
– Any of the first K-1 classifiers rejects the window, OR
– CK classifies the window as a non-face.



Why Are Cascades Faster?
function result = cascade_classify(window)
• For i = 1 to K-1.

– If Ci(window) is less than a threshold Ti: 
• Reject window (in other words, return “not a face”) and quit.

• Return CK(window).

• Consider C1.
– It is applied to ALL image windows.
– For most windows, it is easy to tell that they are NOT faces.
– C1 can be relatively simple.
– Key requirement: MINIMIZE REJECTION OF FACES.
– Threshold T1 can be tuned to achieve the requirement.



Example
• Suppose that our strong classifier H contains 30 

weak classifiers.
• Construct C1 using only the first three weak 

classifiers.
• C1 can  be applied pretty fast to each window.
• Suppose that we find a T1 so that no faces are 

rejected, and 70% of non-faces are rejected.
• How much faster is it to use a cascade of C1 and H 

instead of using just H?



Example
• Suppose that our strong classifier H contains 30 

weak classifiers.
• Construct C1 using only the first three weak 

classifiers.
• C1 can  be applied pretty fast to each window.
• Suppose that we find a T1 so that no faces are 

rejected, and 70% of non-faces are rejected.
• How much faster is it to use a cascade of C1 and H 

instead of using just H?
– Cascade running time: 

• 100% * 3/30 + 30% * 30/30 = 40% of running time of H.

• Adding more classifiers can make it even faster.



Constructing a Cascade

• If strong classifier consists of 30 weak 
classifiers:
– C1 can be the sum of the first 3 weak classifiers.
– C2 can be the sum of the first 7 weak classifiers.
– C3 can be the sum of the first 10 weak classifiers.

• Important: in computing Ci, REUSE the results of Ci-1, 
that have already been computed.

• How do we choose numbers 3, 7, 10? How 
do we choose how many classifiers to 
include?
– By trial and error.



Constructing a Cascade
• If strong classifier consists of 30 weak classifiers:

– C1 can be the sum of the first 3 weak classifiers.
– C2 can be the sum of the first 7 weak classifiers.
– C3 can be the sum of the first 10 weak classifiers.

• How do we choose thresholds Ti?
– Each classifier gives a score for each image.

• More positive scores imply that the image looks more like a face.

– Find a Ti such that almost no face examples score below 
Ti.

• What does “almost no face examples” mean?
– That is up to the designer of the system. As an example, 

it can be interpreted as “not more than 0.1%”.


